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SUZOHAPP to present market-leading solutions at ICE

The ICE show is set to open its doors in London between the 6th and 8th of February. SUZOHAPP will be exhibiting at Stand #N4-110 to showcase the highlights from its portfolio of unique components and solutions that meets the demands of various gaming market segments.

For display technology, SUZOHAPP will launch the new line of VisionPRO displays with 4-sided LEDs surrounding the LCD that come in 21.5", 23.8" and 27" in both touch (PCAP) and non-touch. ELO touch screens will be in the spotlight with 90-series open frame monitors, desktop touch monitors and interactive digital signages.

ICE will be a great opportunity for SUZOHAPP to introduce Nanoptix as its new global printer partner. SUZOHAPP will be proudly exhibiting a wide array of printer solutions, including the Paycheck NextGen, Paycheck Terminal and Kiosk, Paycheck 4, and EZ-Tear that ensure top-of-the-line reliability, functionality and connectivity.

At this year’s ICE, SUZOHAPP will show an outstanding innovation – the new PKT (Picture Key Technology) push buttons. This leading-edge technology combines SUZOHAPP’s key capabilities in push buttons, displays and RGB LED design to create an innovative all-in-one solution. Game designers are no longer limited by the user interface and end users now receive eye-popping content through a tactile button, creating a more rewarding, comforting and interactive experience with the gaming machine.

For cash management technology, one of the biggest highlights will be the ICX Active-9 which is a brand new mid-range coin sorter that has 9 coin outlets and a reject outlet, with a count speed of 2,700 coins per minute. A selection of Comestero change machines and CashComplete™ solutions will also be displayed. Visitors will get the latest information on cash handling components, including the Comestero coin validators, banknote recyclers and validators, coin hoppers and the new ICS that is a real step ahead in multi-denomination coin pay-out technology. Finally, SUZOHAPP provides the right solution for all casino applications, making it the perfect partner for gaming operators. At ICE, a wide array of casino components will be showcased, including toppers, Newland barcode scanners, speakers, locks and switches.
“ICE promises to be an exciting show! Our goal is to support OEMs and help operators in their day-to-day business. We are focused on Research & Development and we continue to invest in providing new solutions to meet any customer expectations,” commented Goran Svilj, Executive Vice President of Sales for Gaming & Amusement EMEA. “Please stop by our booth N4-110 and find out how we can strongly support your business.”

About SUZOAPP
SUZOAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. SUZOAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.-based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $4.4 billion of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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